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Overview
With access to more data and analytics than ever before, the challenge for healthcare organizations is to surface
them within clinical workflows to help clinicians make better informed decisions. Caradigm Knowledge Hub
leverages the power of the Caradigm Intelligence Platform to provide clinicians with valuable patient data and
analytics not contained in EMRs. Knowledge Hub supports better-informed clinical decisions at the point-of-care and
helps physicians close care gaps efficiently while still in the presence of the patient.

With rapid access to more complete patient data within the EMR, clinicians can gain
additional insight about the actions needed to provide quality care.

Key Features
• A “collapsed mode” view that displays patient identifiers and a configurable scorecard of up to four
clinically relevant metrics for the patient
• An “expanded mode” view that provides a configurable layout and collapsible widgets for
clinically relevant metrics
• A community-wide longitudinal patient record
• Dynamic synchronization of patient context
• Integration with other Caradigm applications such as Readmissions Management,
Care Management, Risk Management, and Quality Improvement

Key Benefits
• Provide physicians with additional patient data and analytics not contained in EMRs
• Support better-informed clinical decisions at the point-of-care
• Increase patient safety and reduce risk of errors through patient context
• Help physicians close care gaps efficiently while still in presence of the patient
• Flexibility to configure information to an organization’s specific needs

KNOWLEDGE HUB
How it Works
Knowledge Hub automatically launches when the EMR is active, presenting additional information about the patient to the
clinician. This additional patient data can include readmission risk, quality-measure gaps, condition management gaps in
care, or other data as determined by the organization and the applications used with the Caradigm Intelligence Platform.
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Summary
As more healthcare data is shared across the continuum of care, it becomes more critical to integrate that data and make
it readily accessible to clinicians within their existing workflows. With Knowledge Hub, clinicians can use their standard EMR to
gain valuable insight from real-time data from across the healthcare continuum and use the insight to take actions to improve
the quality and outcomes of care.
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About Caradigm
Caradigm is a healthcare analytics and population health company dedicated to
helping organizations improve care, reduce costs and manage risk through the strategic,
timely and compliant use of data generated across the healthcare continuum.
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